The DALN

- Spontaneity
- Serendipity
- Unruliness
- Queerness
- Display

- Panoramic and inclusive display of literacies

- Literacies in historical context

- Closure

- Problems

- Multiple knowledge-making opportunities
  - such as
  - Collage
  - Remix
  - Analyzing
  - Community Liaison
  - IRB

- Convolute

- Coding

- Convoluted

- Through use

- Literacy

- Traditional archives' focus on provenance, original order, collective control

- "natural accumulations of organizational or institutional records"

- Various pedagogical contexts

- Complex

- Contradictory

- Multivocality of

- Narratives

- Multiple student roles

- The DALN puts

- evokes

- sponsors

- differs from

- adapts to

- makes visible

- enables

- provides work-around for

- affords